Electrophysiological measures of regional neural interactive coupling. Linear and non-linear dependence relationships among multiple channel electroencephalographic recordings.
Linear spectral coherence (Sklar et al., 1973) measures have been used in the neurosciences to test hypotheses which address the question of whether multiple EEG recording sites are independent or whether they are activated by common sources of neurophysiological activity. This measure is appropriate when regional neural sources interact and thereby electrically activate several recording sites through linear transmission pathways which may or may not be different in their linear transformation properties. However, if the transmission media are non-linear, then interactive dependency is not necessarily revealed by a linear coherence test. Therefore, if common sources are activating EEG recording sites through nonlinear media, evaluating the resulting relationships among the signals recorded from these sites requires a test which reveals the presence of such nonlinear relationships. In neurophysiological applications, a polycoherence cross-spectral measure provides such a test for nonlinear dependency (similar to the linear coherence test) among EEG recording sites. The data requirements and statistical properties of these linear and non-linear measures are described and results of a linear coherence analysis are presented in the context of an EEG pilot study of learning-disabled children.